
 

circumstances where a non-owning partner will be 
deemed to have a beneficial interest in the prop-
erty due to contributions they have made or their 
intention to share the ownership of  the property in 
the future. To protect everyone’s interests your child 
should consider entering a cohabitation agreement.

The law in this area is disjointed and complex, and 
these cases will be time consuming and expensive to 
resolve. It is therefore particularly important to ensure 
that you deal with matters properly at the outset.

If  you would like to discuss any of  the issues mentioned 
above then please do not hesitate to contact one of  
the team; Rachel Stewart, (residential property), Tim 
Whitney (family – cohabitation or wealth protection) or 
Kieran Bowe (wills and tax planning). 

020 8546 6111
www.russell-cooke.co.uk
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It is unfortunate that in this day and age our 
children are facing monumental difficulties 
in getting on that first rung of  the property 
ladder. So, unsurprisingly it is increasingly 

common they look towards the “Bank of  Mum and 
Dad” for further financial assistance.

As a parent you should consider whether any finan-
cial help you provide is a gift or a protected loan. 
With either option tax implications can arise and 
caution must be exercised. If  your child has been 
successful in obtaining a mortgage then full details of  
the circumstances of  the gift/loan must be given to 
the lender.

Children purchasing with a partner

If  your child buys with a partner, the need to protect 
the monies is even greater as there is the risk a share 
of  the gift/loan to the child could be forfeited to the 
co-owner.

It would be prudent to have a Deed of  Trust reg-
istered against the title of  the property setting out 
the shared proportions each co-owner is to have, 
together with a provision confirming the loan/gift is 
to be in favour of  the child.

The court has made it clear that where a home is 
bought in joint names, without any express decla-
ration of  interest detailing entitlement and share 
proportions, the starting point is that the property is 
owned equally. 

Children living with a partner

Where your child already owns their own property 
they should consider taking legal advice before 
agreeing to their partner moving in. There are  
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